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IBM Security Guardium® for z/OS® 
S-T AP and Collector Appliance Compatibility 
 
Summary of compatibility mode considerations 
When using a collector appliance that is a later version than the S-TAP, UI features that rely 
on the S-TAP backend, such new policy conditions or rules, will not work. 

▪ When using an S-TAP that is a later version than the collector and such a combination 
is marked as supported, there still may be specific restrictions, such as documented 
below with host variable collection for DB2. 
Important: A combination of lower-level collector than S-TAP is for certain migration / 
upgrade scenarios. It is not recommended for production deployment. 

▪ Version combinations are supported up to a version’s End of Service (EOS) date. 
 

Collecting host variables following a product upgrade to DB2 S-TAP 
V10 or later 
If you are planning a migration from InfoSphere Guardium S-TAP for Db2 V9.1 to Security 
Guardium S-TAP for Db2 on z/OS V10.0 or later be aware that: 

▪ By default, InfoSphere Guardium S-TAP for Db2 on z/OS V9.1 enables the collection of 
host variables (also known as bind variables). 

▪ Security Guardium S-TAP for Db2 on z/OS V10.0 or later requires host variable 
collection to be configured by using the V10.0 or later Guardium appliance 
interface Policy Builder. (Host variable collection is not enabled by default.) 

When migrating from InfoSphere Guardium S-TAP for Db2 V9.1 to Security Guardium S-TAP 
for Db2 V10.0 or later, complete the following steps to enable the collection of host variables: 

1. First, upgrade the Guardium appliance to V10.0 or later. 
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2. Next, use the Guardium appliance interface Policy Builder to enable the collection of host 
variables. 

3. Then, upgrade the Security Guardium S-TAP for Db2 on z/OS collector agent to V10.0 
or later. The S-TAP V9.1 for Db2 on z/OS Collector agent should not be upgraded 
until the Guardium appliance (where the active policy definitions reside) has been 
upgraded to V10.0 or later. 

 
 
Compatibility matrixes 
Table 1. Guardium S-TAP for DB2 for z/OS collector compatibility matrix 

Guardium collector 
version 

STAP 10.0 STAP 10.1.3 

10.0 (64 bit) Y 1,3,4 Y 1,3,4 

10.1.3 or later (64 bit) Y1, 3,4 Y1, 3,4 

11.0 or later Y1, 3,4 Y1, 3,4 

(1) Compatibility only. New features in the release are not supported. 

(2) Must use port 16022 

(3) Can use port 16022 or 16023 (for encrypted communication connections) 
 
(4) Use of “All failed authorizations” field in policy to detect login failures is deprecated (but still 
supported in V10). Update your collection profile policies to use Failure Codes rule condition 
instead. Add -551, -552, -553, -554, -555 and -556 to the collection profile. See this topic in the 
Guardium Knowledge Center for more information. 
 
 
 

Table 2. Guardium S-TAP for VSAM or Data Sets and collector compatibility matrix 

Guardium collector 
version 

STAP 10.0 STAP 10.1. 3 

10.0 (64 bit) Y3 Y1,3 

10.1.3 or later (64 bit) Y1,3 Y1,3 

11.0 or later Y1,3 Y1,3 
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(1)Compatibility only. New features are not supported. 

(2)Must use Port 16022 

(3)Can use Port 16022 or 16023 (encrypted communication connections) 
 
 
Table 3. Guardium S-TAP for IMS for z/OS collector compatibility matrix 

Guardium collector 
version 

STAP 10.0 STAP 10.1.3 

10.0 (64 bit) Y3 Y1,3 

10.1.3 or later (64 bit) Y1,3 Y3 

11.0 or later Y1,3 Y3 

 (1)Compatibility only. 

(2) Must use Port 16022 

(3) Can use Port 16022 or 16023 (encrypted communication connections)  
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